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Seven Mile Casino  
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Ann Moore*  
Annie Malcolm*  
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Christina Williams  
Chula Vista Fire Fighters*  
Chula Vista Police Relief Association*  
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David Gonzales*  
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Debbie Taylor*  
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Dency Souval*  
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Douglas and Pamela Smith*  
Gerald and Sara Ramirez  
Helyn Sloan*  
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Isabel Hall*  
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James Sandoval*  
Jason Pauio*  
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Jessica Ruiz  
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John G. Davies  
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Joseph Santos and Dolores Sablan Santos*  
Kathryn Lembo*  
Kent Turner  
Kino Martinez  
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Lou Ann Vogler*  
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Lourdes Valdez  
M. Kevin O’Neill*  
Margaret Waznis*  
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Marion Lowe  
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Natan Adler*  
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Robert and Barbara Scott  
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Rudy Ramirez  
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Teresa Thomas*  
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United States University  
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